
CASHIER DRAWERS

A wide range of cashier drawers
suitable for all applications
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions Types A & B

external - height: 165mm width: 495mm depth: 635mm

internal - height: 122mm width: 400mm depth: 582mm

weight - 20kg

Dimensions Types C & D

external - height: 165mm width: 495mm depth: 535mm

internal - height: 122mm width: 400mm depth: 406mm

weight - 15kg

Gunnebo policy is one of constant improvement. 
This specification may therefore be altered without prior notification.

FM 13686

BSIA
INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION
THE BRITISH SECURITY

INTRODUCTION
Gunnebo offer a wide range of cashier drawers to
suit most applications. All are designed and
manufactured to the same high specification. 
Type A and C drawers are supplied with fixed coin
bowls and note storage compartments with
adjustable dividers. Type B and D drawers are
supplied empty and type B drawers can
accommodate the Gunnebo removable cash insert 
(see below).

OPERATION
All drawers are mounted on extending slides
allowing the whole of the interior to be readily
accessible. Slam-action locks are fitted to each
drawer (each lock is supplied with two keys).

CONSTRUCTION
The drawers are manufactured from wood with steel
clad fronts and are joined to the bodies by
substantial sub-frames. Drawer and body panels are
finished in a light grey texture coat as standard and
other colours can be supplied to special order. 

INSTALLATION
Drawers are easily assembled to the underside of a
counter. Additional drawers can be mounted
underneath each other to provide extra storage
space.

FEATURES
All drawers are designed to withstand constant long
term use.

OPTIONS
Type A & C drawers can be supplied with all-note
dividers or coin bowls.
Deadlocks can be fitted in conjunction with the slam
locks for added security or for management control
of certain drawers.
Normally all locks differ but if required, for a series
of drawers/cupboard units, locks can be supplied
which are all operated by the same key. In addition,
drawers can be supplied with dedicated master-
keyed lock suites.

REMOVABLE INSERT
Operation
The removable insert is designed to fit the type B
drawer unit or the Cashier Till (see separate leaflet).
The insert can be taken out at the end of the day or
at change-over times.
To remove the unit from the drawer the locking 
lid is simply placed on top of the 
insert, secured by two keylocks and
then withdrawn by means of the
carrying handle.A compression pad
retains the coins during transit.

Construction
The removable insert is constructed to the same
standard as the drawers. Eight plastic coin bowls and
adjustable note dividers are included. The locking lid
is of all-steel construction.

Overall external dimensions

height: 103mm width: 395mm depth: 491mm

Insert internal dimensions

height: 100mm width: 390mm depth: 480mm

Nett weight - 6kg
Removable insert & locking lid

SALES

0870 607 0076
for more information
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